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General Instructions: 

Students are suggested to write the answers of the following questions in their note book on 

the basis of the classes and books. 

1. The worksheet is divided into various parts  
Question No. 1- Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs)-----1 Marks  

Question No. 2- Very Short Answer Type Questions-----1 Marks 

Question No. 3- Short Answer Type Questions -----2 marks 

Question No. 4- Short Answer Type Questions-----3 marks 

Question No. 5- Long Answer Type Questions-----5 Marks 

 

Q1 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) 

(i)  Who met BepinBabu at New Market ? 

(a) Chunilal          (b) Sita Ram         (c) ParimalGhose        (d) Kalicharan 

(ii)  Where was BepinBabu in 58 during Puja holiday’s? 

(a) Hapur           (b) Lucknow           (c) Kanpur           (d) Dinapur 

(iii) What was Dr.Chanda talking about BepinBabu ? 

(a) Lapse of memory               (b) Lapse of snorting 

(c) Lapse of writing             (d) Lapse of sleep 

(iv)  Who said that Dinesh Mukerji was in Ranchi in ’58 ? 

(a) Chunilal     (b) ParimalGhose          (c) Sita Ram  (d) Kalicharan 

(v)  Where did Dinesh Mukerjilive ? 

(a) Oxford Street                    (b) Bentinck Street 



(c) Beninandan Street            (d) Kalicharan’ Street 

(vi)  “I” in the first sentence refers to 

(a) BepinBabu                   (b) an actor      (c) Dinesh Mukerji    (d) ChuniBabu. 

(vii)  Hudroo falls are in  

(a) Kolkata             (b) Mumbai             (c) Ranchi           (d) Delhi. 

(viii)  The man looked surprised because  

(a) he was acting to convince BepinBabu          (b) he was really surprised 

(c) he felt he was being cheated           (d) he thought BepinBabu was lying. 

(ix)  In fact it was not strange because  

(a) the speaker was lying             (b) BepinBabu had lost memory 

(c) the speaker had some             (d) BepinBabu was lying. misunderstanding 

(x)  The facts about the family given here are 

(a) right      (b) wrong       (c) some right and some wrong  (d) none of the above. 

Q.2 SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS 

(i)  What was BepinBabu’s hobby? What would he do every Monday? 

(ii)  What type of man was BepinBabu? 

(iii) What was BepinBabu sure about? 

(iv)  How can you say that BepinBabu’s encounter with ParimalGhose made him 

restless? 

(v)  What was wrong with BepinBabu? What did Dr.Chanda suggest him? 

(vi)  Why did the man stare at BepinBabu’s is disbelief? 

(vii)  Who was Chunilal? What did he want from BepinBabu? 

(viii)  Why was Dr.Chanda puzzled? What was unusual about BepinBabu’s loss of 

memory? 

(ix)  The author describes BepinBabu as a serious and hardworking man. What evi-

dence can you find in the story to support this? 

(x)  Who was Chunilal?  

Q4 Short Answer Questions – 2 Marks 

(i)  What does the man tell Bipin, who was he?  

(ii)  What does Bepin Choudhury reply to him? 

(iii) What does BepinBabu do after listening to the whole story by ParimalGhose? 

(iv)  What does BepinBabu remember where he was at the time when the man claimed 

him to be in Ranchi?  



(v)  What did Bepin realize after lunchtime?  

Q5 Short Answer Questions – 3 Marks 

(i)  What does Bepin think of after reaching home at two-thirty? 

(ii)  What does Chunilal say when Bepin asked him about having gone to Ranchi at 

all? What was his reaction? 

(iii) Why did Chuni ask Bepin about his last job? 

(iv)  Who was PareshChanda? What does Bepin tell him? 

(v)  How did Bepinbabu react to hearing the words from Dinesh?  

Q6 Long Answer Questions - 5 Marks 

(i)  Who was Dinesh Mukerji? Why BepinBabu called him up? What does he get to 

know? 

(ii)  Does BepinBabu follow the physician's advice? 

(iii) Did Bepin go to Hudroo falls? What happened with him there? 

(iv)  Write a summary of the poem "The Last Bargain". 

(v)  What was Bepin Choudhury’s ailment or problem? Was it real or deliberate? 
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